**Supplementary Figure 1 - Ward Round Team (WRT) start the Virtual Ward Round by calling the Office Based Team (OBT) / Teachers stream mock clinical scenarios to students over MS Teams**

1. WRT uses smartphone device with PPE and chest harness.

2. Teachers use smartphone with chest harness to start mock clinical scenario teaching session via MS Teams.

3. WRT / Teachers place an MS Teams call to the OBT / Students using smartphone.

4. WRT / Teacher can toggle their camera on and off when reviewing the real or mock patient to show signs or bedside chart by clicking the icon highlighted above.

5. Live stream of a patient encounter from WRT seen by OBT on PC.

6. OBT / Students receive the incoming call from WRT / Teachers and click either video camera or telephone purple icons to accept call.

Student watching live stream of paediatric simulation case streamed from smartphone. (Left)

Mock patient’s observation chart being streamed by teacher (smartphone on chest harness) to students via MS Teams. (Right)